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Abstract
Unintentional failures affect links and nodes in communication networks. Recov-
ery mechanisms are the key tool for achieving the dependability required by the ser-
vices using the network. However, high dependability in communication networks
comes at a high cost in terms of the capacity needed by these mechanisms. The traf-
fic from all services and users is carried by the same backbone network. Since the
users and services have different requirements, and users have different willingness
to pay for a high quality of service, it is desirable to have methods that enable pro-
vision of different levels of dependability in the same network, i.e. dependability
differentiation.
The thesis addresses dependability differentiation in connection-oriented back-
bone communication networks. Two methods to provide connections meeting dif-
ferentiated guarantees on the asymptotic availability are proposed. The first of these
uses a novel flexible arrangement for dedicated protection denoted a protection pat-
tern. The protection pattern is used in a proposed distributed connection management
system. The system is compared with alternative proposals based on centralized man-
agement and shows good performance. The second proposal uses shared protection,
which may potentially use less resources in terms of bandwidth, but has higher com-
plexity than dedicated protection. The proposed system is based on rules to con-
trol the sharing to enable provision of guarantees. Simulation results show that the
proposed method performs significantly better than an alternative strategy based on
dedicated protection.
A different approach to availability-guaranteed services is to offer guarantees
on the interval availability which is a measure commonly used in Service Level
Agreements (SLAs). The thesis contains a proposal of using adaptive management
to increase compliance with interval availability guarantees. Different adaptive
management policies are proposed and compared to alternative static provisioning
policies in a case study.
The thesis also addresses the problem of measuring dependability by simulation.
To reduce the simulation effort needed to obtain precise estimates of dependability
attributes, a rare-event simulation technique has been applied to the well-known Net-
work Simulator 2 (NS2). The results show that the technique is applicable to this
types of simulation scenario, but the gain is modest.
The thesis also contains a broad literature survey of dependability differentiation
research. This is the first survey of the topic. Hence, it is in itself a significant
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contribution. A classification scheme for how to approach differentiation is proposed
and a critical evaluation of the state of art is given. This thesis contributes to fill in
some of the “gaps” identified, but there are still significant challenges ahead before
differentiation may be deployed in operational networks.
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Part I
THESIS INTRODUCTION

Introduction
People use several services delivered by communication networks. These services
have different importance. Examples are:
Surfing on the web or chatting with family or friends. The usage of these
services as leisure activities means that the consequences of service failures
are small.
Emergency voice services such as emergency telephone calls to the police,
medical personnel or the fire department. This may be some of the same ser-
vices as above, but the consequences of service failures may be high.
Background bulk data transfers such as system backup. Service failures may
have small consequences as the transfer may be completed when the service
are restored.
Business-critical financial services such as bank transfers of stock trade. Ser-
vice failures may result in large economic losses.
Grid computing applications that require the transfer of enormous amounts of
data between different sites to complete an experiment.
The dependability of a system is defined as “its ability to deliver service that can
be justifiably trusted” [ALRL04]. The services depend on delivery of data between
different points in the network. If the delivery of data needed by a service can be
justifiably trusted, it is here said that the service is dependable. The examples above
illustrate that there may be different requirements for the dependability, depending
on the type of service, e.g. voice vs. background bulk data transfer, and the usage of
the same service, e.g. emergency voice services vs. leisure voice services.
Historically, different communication networks were built for one or a limited
number of services. There was the Public Switched Telephone Network used mainly
for voice services, cable networks used for TV, and the Internet providing a best-
effort data delivery service. The users did not have much choice for the dependability
level of a service. However, the current all-over-IP trend means that many services
will be carried over the same (IP) network. A typical example is triple play which is
a marketing term for the provision of voice, TV and broadband Internet access over a
single broadband access connection. This integration is a trend in the backbone net-
works as well. The trend allows rapid introduction of new services and for reduced
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cost, but also introduces the possibility of providing services with different depend-
ability over the same networks, i.e. dependability differentiation which is the topic of
this thesis.
The main part of this thesis, Part II, is a collection of six papers. Part I gives an
introduction to the material covered in the papers.
The introduction is organized as follows. The general background for the work
is presented in Section 1. Then, issues relevant for dependability differentiation are
presented in Section 2. The research goals for the work are presented in Section 3.
The research methodology followed is presented in Section 4. The contributions
of the thesis are presented in Section 5. Finally, a summary and a conclusion are
provided in Section 6 while future and ongoing work is listed in Section 7.
1. Background
In an ideal world, a communication network would be working perfectly at any
time. In the real world, this is not the case. Random failures affect the network and
may cause service outages. Failures may be physical, like fiber cuts, power outages,
fires and earthquakes. Other types of failures may be software failures or failures
resulting from unintentional human errors. This section gives a short background
for the work presented in this thesis. First, the concept of network dependability is
presented in Section 1.1. Then, the main concept addressed in the thesis, dependabil-
ity differentiation is presented in Section 1.2. Finally, a short overview of recovery
mechanisms which are the building blocks used to provide dependability and differ-
entiation is given.
1.1 Network dependability
The resilience of a network may be defined as the ability of a network to auto-
matically react to failures and to redirect the traffic from paths affected by failures to
alternative, failure-free paths. The enabling mechanisms are denoted recovery mech-
anisms. These mechanisms make use of the redundancy in the network topology to
deal with failure situations, and are the keys to providing dependable services.
The core backbone networks are typically built with redundancy to cope with fail-
ures, for example by ensuring that there are at least two disjoint paths between any
two nodes in the network, and that there is spare capacity in the network to be used in
case of failures. This will greatly increase the dependability of the network, compared
to the situation without any redundancy. However, there is still a (small) chance that
both the paths between a node pair will have failures. There may also not be sufficient
capacity to carry all traffic interests under some failure scenarios.
Dependability is an integrating concept. As already mentioned it is related to the
trustworthiness of a system. Moreover, dependability is characterized by the threats
to the dependability of a system, the means by which dependability is obtained, and
the attributes related to the dependability [ALRL04, Hel04]. These attributes are
stochastic random variables which quantitatively characterize the dependability of
the system. Based on the attributes of dependability from [ALRL04] and the ITU-T
5E.800 standard [ITU94], the following concepts, denoted in this thesis as depend-
ability attributes, are important in characterizing the dependability of the network
associated with the delivery a service:
Availability The availability attribute is related to the probability that a system is
able to deliver a service. For communications networks, both the asymptotic
availability and the interval availability may be of interest. The asymptotic
availability is the probability that the network is able to deliver a service (ac-
cording to some requirements) at some point in time in the future when the
network is in steady state. The interval availability is the fraction of time in a
specified interval the network is able to deliver a given service [ITU94].
Continuity This term is related to the reliability attribute of dependability and is
related to the time during which a service is delivered without interruption.
Downtimes This is the duration of the outages, i.e. the time period the system is not
able to deliver a service due to a failure.
The remaining attributes of dependability from [ALRL04], maintainability, safety,
confidentiality and integrity are not treated in this thesis. Maintainability is somewhat
related to downtimes, safety is often not an issue unless the consequences of failures
may be catastrophic, while confidentiality and integrity are related to security.
If sufficient information about the behavior of the network elements, i.e. time
between failures and repair times, is known, it may be possible to obtain estimates of
these attributes and thereby quantify the dependability.
1.2 Dependability differentiation
As illustrated above, people have different expectations or requirements to the
dependability associated with the delivery of different services. In communication
networks, the dependability of a service is closely related to the cost of providing the
service, i.e. high dependability comes at a high cost. Also, the willingness to pay
for the quality a service varies with the user. Hence, the different users’ and services’
requirements and users’ different willingness to pay together call for different degrees
of dependability.
To take advantage of the potential economic benefit associated with dependability
differentiation, the same network must be able to provide different levels of depend-
ability to different users and for different services. Different users generate traffic, i.e.
data to be transfered through the network. First, the traffic from the different users
and services must be separated and appropriately classified when it enters the net-
work. Then, the recovery mechanisms must differentiate the treatment of the traffic
from different customers and services.
Two fundamentally different approaches to dependability differentiation are found
in the literature. The first approach is denoted structural differentiation and bases
the differentiation on the type of recovery mechanism applied. This means that the
customer knows what will happen to his traffic in case of a failure. A disadvantage
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with structural differentiation is that it does not guarantee a certain level on the de-
pendability attributes since a given recovery mechanism does not directly translate
to a given attribute. The second approach is denoted guaranteed differentiation and
is the focus of the work presented in this thesis. With guaranteed differentiation, the
recovery methods are selected to provide the service with a statistical guarantee on
one or more dependability attributes. The guarantees may be stated in a contract
between the customer and the provider, denoted a Service Level Agreement (SLA),
or they may be determined by the provider for internal use as a method to keep the
customers satisfied.
Technically, guaranteed differentiation aims at giving the network operator the pos-
sibility to deliver arbitrary numerical values of the guaranteed attribute(s). However,
the operator may choose to present a set of service classes to the users, where each
service class is associated with some given numerical attribute value(s). The asymp-
totic availability may be used as an example. This attribute is often specified as a
number of nines, e.g. an availability of 0.99999 is denoted “five nines”. One possible
menu of classes may for instance be five nines of availability for the “Gold” class,
three nines for the “Silver” class and two nines for the “Bronze” class.
Among the dependability attributes, availability is often perceived as the most
important. There may be several reasons for this. Availability may be claimed to
have the following properties:
Intuitive The availability is a measure that may be intuitive. An availability of
0.99999 translates to an average unavailability of 5 minutes per year.
Frequently used The availability over the contract period is commonly used in
SLAs.
Convenient Availability is a relatively convenient measure to calculate under a set
of assumptions. This means that the availability is relatively easy to predict.
A weakness of the availability measure is that it does not include information nei-
ther about how often a service is interrupted, nor about the downtimes. An availability
of 0.9999 could be obtained by ten outages of 5.2 minutes every year or by a single
outage of 10.8 hours every ten years. This may be two situations which are perceived
as very different, depending on the service/user.
Note on terminology In Paper A, differentiation has a broader meaning than
in this introduction, since other features than availability, continuity and downtimes
are included in guaranteed differentiation frameworks. The dependability attributes
here are identical to the reliability attributes in Paper A.
1.3 Recovery mechanisms overview
In a failure-free situation, the traffic between two nodes in a network normally
follows a certain path through the network. When a failure happens, the recovery
mechanisms attempt to recover the data delivery by making use of an alternative path.
There exists a large number of recovery mechanisms, and a detailed presentation
7would be very long and is not the purpose of this introduction. This section provides
only a short overview. The discussion in Section 3.2 of Paper A provides more de-
tails, while more complete discussions may be found in textbooks such as [VPD04]
and [Gro04].
Restoration
Protection
Protection
Restoration
on demand
Resources allocated
pre−allocated
Resources
on demand
Disseminated
Multiple layers
Single layer
Segment
Local (span)
Global (path)
Multiple (interdomain)
Single (intradomain)
Pre−computed
Computed on demand
Shared
Dedicated
No reservation
Pre−established
Resource usage
Path set up method
Domain of operation
Scope
Layer of operation
Recovery
mechanisms
Figure 1. Classification of recovery mechanisms
A partial classification of recovery mechanisms is shown in Figure 1. The recov-
ery mechanisms are classified according to five criteria. First, the resources used for
the recovery may be reserved prior to the failure or not. Second, the recovery path
may be set up before the failure, or determined after the failure. In the latter case it
may not be possible to find such a path if there is not sufficient capacity. A central
distinction is made between protection mechanisms and restoration mechanisms. For
protection mechanisms, the paths used for recovery is ready for use before the failure,
and no signaling is required before the path may be used to transit data [VPD04]. The
resources in the recovery paths are with protection either reserved exclusively for one
connection (dedicated) or shared with other connections. Third, a recovery mecha-
nism may operate between two nodes in a single domain (intradomain) or it may be
effective between nodes in different domains, across one or more domain borders (in-
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terdomain). Fourth, the scope of recovery identifies what part of the working path is
bypassed by the recovery path. With global (path) recovery, the entire working path
between the source and destination nodes is bypassed. With local recovery, only a sin-
gle link or a single node is bypassed. The solutions in between are denoted segment
recovery. Fifth, since most networks have multiple layers, the recovery mechanisms
may be distinguished as either single layer mechanisms or multi-layer mechanisms.
The different mechanisms have different properties with regard to what combina-
tions of failures (failure scenarios) they may provide recovery in, as well as the time
it takes to recover after a failure. Furthermore, the Quality of Service (QoS) after
recovery may be different from the QoS before the failure.
2. Issues in dependability differentiation
This section deals with issues related to the implementation of the functionality of
the network that enable delivery of dependability differentiated services. First, the
distinction between connection-oriented and connectionless networks is discussed in
the context of differentiation in Section 2.1. Then issues in providing end-to-end
differentiation are discussed in Section 2.2. Based on the considerations in these two
sections, a reference scenario, which is used as a basis for most of the work in this
thesis, is presented in Section 2.3. Finally, a discussion of the implementation of a
management system for providing differentiation is given in Section 2.4.
2.1 Connection-oriented versus connectionless networks
Communication networks may be divided in two fundamentally different groups;
connection-oriented and connectionless networks [Tan03]. When guarantees on ser-
vices are to be offered, connection-oriented networks seem better suited.
In connection-oriented networks, the data is routed through pre-established virtual
connections referred to as working paths. In some networks, capacity for the con-
nections may be reserved, guaranteeing that a service is working properly as long as
the working path is up. The dependability of the working path can in many cases be
predicted. If this dependability does not meet the requirement for the service it pro-
vides, protection mechanisms may be used to increase the dependability by guaran-
teeing that the connection will be almost instantly restored after failures. Examples of
connection-oriented networks are optical Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
networks and Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks. It is foreseen by
some that the most likely candidate for the Next Generation Internet is an IP/MPLS
over WDM network, i.e. a connection-oriented network using the IP protocol.
In connectionless networks, there are no virtual circuits, and other recovery mecha-
nisms than those used for connection-oriented networks are used. The connectionless
networks divide the data transfered through the network into packets which are routed
independently to the destination. An example of connectionless networks are the pure
IP networks. They are based on the best-effort principle where all the traffic receives
services without any guarantees. Today, connectionless networks are for instance
IP-based networks using intradomain routing protocols such as Open Shortest Path
9First (OSPF) and the currently deployed interdomain routing protocol Border Gate-
way Protocol (BGP). In the last years, there have been many advances in research
on improving the dependability of connectionless networks, for instance the different
proposals for IP Fast Reroute, see for instance [SB08]. It is, however, not clear how
different service classes may be differentiated using these methods, and whether it
will be possible to provide guarantees on dependability attributes. Therefore, in this
thesis, differentiation is mainly approached in connection-oriented networks.
2.2 End-to-end differentiation
The Internet is a global network which is composed of thousands of smaller net-
works. Each of these networks is managed and operated by a company or organiza-
tion and is denoted a domain or an Autonomous System (AS). Network operators
have full control over the resources in their own networks, and are free to engineer
their network as they like. Hence, when dependability differentiation is provided
inside the borders of a domain, i.e. intradomain differentiation, the challenges are
mostly technical. Many connections, however, span multiple domains. Hence, there
is also a need for differentiated dependability at the interdomain level. At this level,
there are additional challenges due to the reluctance of network operators to share
information of their network internals and to allow external management of their net-
works.
For true end-to-end differentiation, access networks should also be taken into ac-
count. The access networks may in some cases be performance and dependability
bottlenecks. However, with multiple access technologies involved, possibly from dif-
ferent providers, this may be an interesting research field. It is, however, most likely
that differentiation will first be introduced as an intradomain mechanism adapted to
the network of each operator. Only after the ASes support differentiation internally,
migration to a scenario with real end-to-end differentiation may start. Therefore,
in this thesis, and in most of the literature surveyed in Paper A, differentiation is
approached from an intradomain perspective. A discussion about the prospects for
interdomain differentiation is, however, included as Appendix B.
Figure 2 shows the different areas in end-to-end differentiation. The smaller net-
works provide access to end-customers and the operators of these networks are de-
noted Internet Service Providers (ISPs). The two networks B1 and B2 are backbone
networks providing transport services. The customers of these networks may be other
backbone networks, smaller ISPs networks or even large companies or organizations.
The backbone networks are typically large and transport great amounts of data. They
are the main focus of much of the work in this thesis. Note that the term end-to-end is
sometimes used to denote the provision of connections between an ingress and egress
router in a domain when only a single network is considered.
2.3 Reference scenario
Based on the above considerations, this section presents a scenario illustrating a
system providing differentiated dependability. The scenario is typical for the majority
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Access
Interdomain
Intradomain
B2
B1
Figure 2. Research areas in end-to-end differentiation.
of the work in this thesis. More specifically, this scenario is assumed for most of the
papers reviewed in Paper A, and used in Papers B, C, D and F.
This scenario considers a connection-oriented network where different choices for
the recovery mechanisms are associated with the connections. A conceptual model
of a the functionality and information needed to provide differentiated dependability
is shown in Figure 3.
In this thesis, the term connection management is used to denote the functionality
needed to handle connections with dependability requirements. Connection requests
and releases arrive during the operation of the system, i.e. it is an on-line connection
management system. Each connection is to be set up between two nodes, denoted the
source and destination, and it has a specified bandwidth requirement. In addition, a
dependability requirement is associated with each connection request. The network
supports different protection options which can be used when establishing a connec-
tion. Connections may be unprotected, protected with a dedicated backup path or
protected by a shared backup path. There may be many possible ways to establish
the connection with a given protection arrangement using different links and nodes in
the working and eventual backup paths. All these options are the candidate arrange-
ments for a connection, and all have a certain dependability and cost. The task of
the connection management system is to choose an appropriate arrangement for each
arriving request if such an arrangement exists.
The choice should be “optimized” according to some criteria such as meeting the
requested dependability attributes while at the same time using the minimum num-
ber of resources. Depending on the choice of connection arrangement among the
candidates, the problem of finding the optimal solution may be NP-hard. To let the
service be established with an acceptable delay to the users, the arrangement must be
11
Network
- currently allocated capacity
Dynamic information:
- failures and repairs
requests/releases
- future failures and repairs
- future connection
Future events (unknown):
requirements
with dependability
Connection request
- Topology
- Recovery mechanisms
Static network information:
- Element dependability
Connection
management
Instructions:
- arrangement for
- recovery actions
new connections
Figure 3. Conceptual model of management functions and the information used to provide differen-
tiated dependability.
identified in a short time. This means that the algorithm used needs to be of limited
complexity.
The system uses available information to identify a good connection arrangement.
Some of this information is relatively static, such as information on the network topol-
ogy, the capacity of links and the dependability of the network elements. Other static
information is related to which type of recovery mechanisms may be used for the
connection arrangements. Some of the information may be dynamic, i.e. subject to
change on a shorter timescale, for instance the current traffic situation. As a mini-
mum, the management system needs information on spare capacity so the candidate
arrangements may be determined. When the connection arrangement has been iden-
tified, the connection management system instructs the network to set up a new con-
nection. When failures affect the connection, the recovery mechanisms attempt to
recover the connection by moving the traffic to an alternative path included in the
arrangement.
Some of the information needed to find a truly optimal connection arrangement
may be inaccessible to the management system. Typical examples of this is knowl-
edge about the future. The information about the dependability of the network is
typically only stochastic, and there is no way of knowing when or where the next
failure will occur. Normally, exact information of how long a repair takes will not be
accessible either. Furthermore, the future connection requests and releases may also
be unknown. This may mean that serving one connection in a seemingly optimal way
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may actually make serving a later request impossible without changing the allocation
of already established connections.
In summary, the connection management functions must be able to establish con-
nections meeting differentiated requirements on the dependability attributes with a
short delay and at a low cost in terms of bandwidth.
2.4 Implementation of management system
This section considers the system implementing the functionality needed for con-
nection management. The system may be implemented as a centralized or a dis-
tributed system. With a centralized system, a single management system has all avail-
able information and full control of the entire network. Since managing networks of
some size is very complex, the system needs very high performance to avoid being a
performance bottleneck. Additionally, the centralized management system is a single
point of failure, which means that a failure in the system will mean that the network
is unmanaged. With a distributed solution, there are many autonomous connection
management entities that manage part of the network. This may be done by hav-
ing one management system for each ingress router, controlling connections which
originate in that router. Distributed solutions may be more scalable than centralized
solutions, and may also be more robust. There are, however, additional challenges
associated with a distributed solution. The information is typically only local, mean-
ing that it may be more difficult to find optimal solutions due to the lack of global
knowledge [RS01, VPD04].
3. Research goals
As presented in the two previous sections, dependability differentiation in commu-
nication networks is a rather broad topic. In the work presented in this thesis, three
goals have been pursued. The first goal, new methods, is the most intuitive. During
the initial work, two other goals were discovered. First, a survey of the state of the art
in differentiation was missing. Second, the problem of measuring the dependability
of networks by simulation calls for new approaches.
3.1 New methods
New methods are needed to enable delivery of differentiated dependability. The
term method is to be understood in a broad sense as any systematic plan or procedure
that can be used to provide differentiated dependability. The key issues or ideas of
the methods may be techniques, schemes, rules or policies used for providing the
services. Although some methods have been proposed in the literature, this research
area is still open. Different methods have different strengths and weaknesses with
respect to cost, flexibility, complexity and performance, and different methods target
different types of networks and different services. The work presented in this thesis
focuses on connection-oriented backbone networks. The key design goal pursued
was to develop simple but flexible and effective methods.
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3.2 State of the art survey, classification and evaluation
When the work with this thesis started, a significant number of publications which
could be classified as related to differentiated dependability existed, but no survey
had ever been done. Such a survey is needed to be able to classify, group, compare,
discuss, and finally build further on results and experience.
3.3 Simulation tools to analyze differentiated
dependability
It is relatively difficult to quantitatively measure the dependability of the services
delivered by a network. The best option may be to simulate the network and analyze
the results. This is due to the complexity of the problem which leaves mathemati-
cal analysis infeasible. Also, no real networks were available for implementing the
proposed methods.
Service outages are often the result of multiple simultaneously failed links or
nodes. These situations are rare events, since the simulations will most of the time
alternate between situations with zero or a single failure. Hence, simulation of a suf-
ficient number of outages to obtain firm estimates of the dependability attributes may
become very time-consuming.
Different techniques to speed up simulations exist, see for instance [Hee95].
Among these are rare-event simulation techniques which aim at driving the simu-
lations toward the rare events of interest. One approach followed was to see if it
was possible to enhance a commonly used network simulator, Network Simulator
2 (NS2), with the capability to use a rare-event simulation technique to speed up
the simulation of outages. The goal was to be able to use NS2 for simulations of
attributes of dependability in the context of differentiation. The result of this work
was mainly Paper E which showed that the RESTART/Splitting method could be
applied to NS2. This did, however, not give sufficient reduction in simulation time to
use the tool as a basis for evaluation of differentiated dependability. A lesson from
this work was that it was necessary to simplify the models in order not to require
excessively long simulations. Often the only possibility is to use a purpose-built
simulator tool which models the details needed and nothing more. This approach is
taken for the simulator used in Paper F which models a set of disjoint path between
two nodes in a network. In the work presented in papers B, C and D, the problem
of long simulation times was omitted because only the estimated dependability was
measured.
4. Research methodology
To approach different goals, different research methodologies had to be followed.
The two first goals, new methods and simulation tools (pursued in paper B-F), follow
a traditional scientific methodology starting with a hypothesis which is tested before
the results from the test are validated. The last research goal, state of the art survey
and classification followed the methodology outlined below.
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4.1 State of the art survey, classification and evaluation
The work towards this goal consisted in a search for published literature followed
by the identification of the contribution of each work. Based on the gathered work, a
classification of the literature was developed. This classification was based on what
was addressed in the literature and what seemed to be missing. Finally, qualitative
conclusions could be drawn from the state of the art.
4.2 New methods and simulation tools
The traditional research methodology starts with the formulation of a working hy-
pothesis. Here, the hypotheses are formulated as descriptions of new methods that
are intended to be able to provide differentiated dependability at a low cost in terms
of resource usage. The specific hypotheses/ideas of in papers B-F are indicated with
bold letters in Table 1 on page 18.
The second step in the research methodology is the hypothesis testing. In this
thesis, all proposed methods have been evaluated by simulation. It should be noted
that there are limitations to which conclusions may be drawn based on simulation
results. One limitation is that only a few scenarios may be explored by a simulation
experiment, but also other problems exist, see [FP01] for a discussion.
The third step in the research methodology is the result validation. It is known
that most software contains errors. Therefore, testing, tracing and feasibility analysis
of the results are necessary. To give high statistical confidence in the results, the
simulations must be repeated where appropriate. In papers D-F, estimates for mean
values are given with confidence intervals. The simulations in this thesis are based
on reference topologies from [SND] and use the best practice models of failures and
repairs from the literature.
5. Contributions
This section presents the main contributions of each of the six papers included in
Part II of this thesis. Figure 4 shows which topics related to dependability differen-
tiation are addressed by the different papers. Note that, although many of the topics
are addressed in the literature surveyed in Paper A, this does not mean that the topic
is fully explored.
For Papers B to F, the thesis author had the original idea, performed the work
and wrote the papers, under supervision of and in cooperation with Professor Helvik.
Paper A is a joint work between AGHUniversity of Science and Technology, Krako´w,
Poland and Q2S. The contributions to this paper by the thesis author are mentioned
specifically below.
5.1 Contributions of the papers
This section reviews the papers that constitute Part II of this thesis and identifies
the main contributions of each paper.
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Interval availability
(adaptive provisioning)
Asymptotic availability
(static provisioning)
Guaranteed
Dependability differentiation
DowntimesAvailability Continuity
Shared protectionDedicated protection
Paper B+C: scheme Paper D: scheme
Paper F: policies
Paper A: addressed in literature
Paper E: simulations
Structural
Figure 4. Topics addressed in the different papers of this thesis.
PAPER A
A Survey of Resilience Differentiation Frameworks in Communication Networks
This paper is the first extensive literature survey on the topic of resilience dif-
ferentiation. More than 100 publications are included. When reviewing the literature,
and by creating graphs of the citations between the papers, it was found that many
authors were working on similar problems seemingly without being aware of each
other’s work. This indicates the need for this type of survey. To make it easier to
get an overview of the state of the art, the publications were grouped according to a
proposed classification scheme. Based on the reviewed literature, the paper discusses
the state of the art and identifies a number of issues that must be addressed before
differentiation can be adopted in real networks.
Piotr Chołda originally initiated the work on the survey. All five authors partic-
ipated in discussions of the totality of the literature. The proposed literature classi-
fication scheme, assessment of state of the art and challenges were a result of these
discussions. The literature study in itself, i.e. reading the papers and classifying
them, was done by Chołda and the thesis author. The initial version of the paper
was mostly written by Chołda and the thesis author with inputs and editorial changes
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from the other authors. A first, much shorter, version of the survey was presented at
a workshop [CJHM05].
PAPER B
Provision of Connection-Specific Availability Guarantees
in Communication Networks
The paper proposes a new protection arrangement denoted a protection pattern
which is more flexible than link and path protection. This flexibility can be used to
better tailor the dependability and the cost of the different connections. In this paper,
protection patterns are used to find arrangements with guarantees on the asymptotic
availability. The Inclusion-Exclusion method is used to calculate this availability. To
find near-optimal protection patterns meeting availability guarantees, a distributed
management system is proposed. This system is a new version of an emergent
behavior-based system denoted the Cross-Entropy Ant System (CEAS). The system
is stochastic and completely distributed. The system is implemented as an extension
to NS2, and simulation results demonstrate that it is able to find feasible solutions in
a relatively short time.
PAPER C
Comparison of Schemes for Provision of Differentiated Availability-guaranteed
Services Using Dedicated Protection
The main contribution of this paper is to compare the scheme for finding con-
nection arrangements based on dedicated protection proposed in Paper B with
two other schemes proposed in the literature. This paper addresses performance
comparisons of different differentiation schemes which were found to be missing in
the literature according to the findings in Paper A. The schemes are quantitatively
compared with regards to their ability to meet availability requirements and their
resource usage in a simulation study. While the system proposed in Paper B is
distributed and based on stochastic optimization, the two other schemes are based
on a centralized management system executing deterministic algorithms. The results
indicate that the scheme proposed in Paper B performs well compared to the other
two systems. Moreover, it performs similar to a system where the two other schemes
are combined by using the best solution they can find.
PAPER D
On Provision of Availability Guarantees Using Shared Protection
Methods for providing availability guarantees based on dedicated protection,
like the ones dealt with in papers B and C, are popular candidates for use in
real networks due to their simplicity. Shared protection is potentially much more
resource-efficient, but must be restricted to control the availability of the connections.
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The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of a scheme for controlling
the sharing of backup resources to ensure guarantees on asymptotic availability
requirements. The scheme uses rules based on temporal priorities and preemption
to control the availability. The performance of the scheme is compared with a
scheme based on dedicated protection and a second proposed scheme for shared
protection denoted the ultra-conservative scheme. The simulation results show that
the preemptive sharing scheme performs best for high availability requirements,
while the two schemes based on shared protection both perform better than the
dedicated protection-based scheme.
PAPER E
Application of the RESTART/Splitting Technique to Network Resilience Studies in NS2
The original motivation of this work was to create a simulator that could be
used to investigate the dependability attributes for individual connections or traffic
flow in the commonly used NS2 simulator. It was understood that direct simulations
would be too consuming in terms of simulation time to obtain useful results, and the
hope was that some rare-event simulation method could be used. The two similar
methods RESTART and Splitting seemed most suited for the task. A crossover-
variant of the two techniques was used to enable measurements of the availability and
the downtime durations. NS2 was selected as simulator tool since it is widely used
and provides various protocol implementations. Working with the implementation
revealed that NS2 had not been used for measuring these attributes, and this required
extensions to the simulator. The main contribution of this paper is the application of
the RESTART/Splitting technique to simulate network dependability in a large and
complex network simulator. Experiments show that the RESTART/Splitting method
gave reduced simulation times in scenarios where more than two failures were
necessary to observe outages. However, the gain is moderate, and the simulation
time needed is still very long. The added complexity of the approach when it comes
to analyzing the output data counter-balance this gain. In conclusion, using the
method for measuring dependability attributes is not unconditionally recommended.
PAPER F
Adaptive Management of Connections to Meet Availability Guarantees in SLAs
While papers B to D deal with schemes that can provide a guaranteed asymp-
totic availability, this paper instead focuses on the interval availability. This is
motivated by the fact that SLAs typically involve guarantees on the availability
over a limited contract period. The paper proposes to use an adaptive management
approach to meet different customers’ requirements on the interval availability
guaranteed in their SLAs. This means that when there is reduced capacity in the
network due to failures, the selection of which connections are affected is based on
the goal of maximizing the compliance with the customers’ SLAs. To the authors’
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knowledge, this is a new idea. The paper presents a set of policies for managing the
connections and compares the results with respect to the risk, i.e. the probability of
violating the different SLAs. The adaptive policies are compared to traditional static
policies. Simulation of a relatively simple model shows that adaptive management
may in many cases significantly reduce this risk.
5.2 Summary and evaluation of the contributions
An overview of the contributions of the papers and which research goals they con-
tribute to is given in Table 1.
Research New methods State of the art survey, clas- Simulation tools
goal (key issues/ideas) sification and evaluation
Paper A Broad and
extensive survey
Paper B Protection patterns, NS2-based tool to
Distributed scheme evaluate proposed scheme
Paper C Identify candidate Purpose-built tool to
schemes evaluate schemes
Paper D Rules for shared Purpose-built tool to
protection evaluate proposed scheme
Paper E Enhanced version of
NS2 which uses the
RESTART/Splitting technique
Paper F Adaptive management, Purpose-built tool to
Propose policies evaluate risk
Appendix B Survey in interdomain
context
Table 1. Summary of research goals and paper contributions. Main contributions in bold letters.
With regard to the first research goal, new methods, Papers B and D propose meth-
ods for providing availability guarantees. These methods are based on the assump-
tion that the failures and repairs of the links are stochastically independent. These
assumptions are necessary in order to predict the availability of the configurations of
the connections. These assumptions may or may not be realistic. These assumptions
are not made for papers E and F, since the papers measure the availability delivered
instead of giving guarantees. Papers B and D propose new approaches to a problem
which is already addressed in the literature, i.e. provisioning of connections with
guarantees on the asymptotic availability. The adaptive management strategy pro-
posed in Paper F may be seen as the most innovative among the papers in this thesis
that propose new methods.
6. Summary and conclusion
Different users and services have different dependability requirements and differ-
ent willingness to pay for the services. Differentiation based on dependability at-
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tributes can be provided by assigning different recovery mechanisms to the traffic
from different customers and services. Since offering a high level of dependability is
associated with a high cost, schemes that can provide the requested dependability at
a low cost are interesting.
The work presented in this thesis has focused on connection-oriented backbone
networks, which seems to be the most likely place to start when differentiation is to
be applied to the global communication infrastructure.
This thesis contributes to different aspects of dependability differentiation in six
papers. First, the literature has been surveyed and grouped according to a proposed
classification. Second, a speed-up technique for simulation has been modified to re-
duce the time needed to measure dependability attributes by simulation. Third, novel
methods for providing services with guarantees on availability have been proposed.
Two methods are designed to offer statistical guarantees on the asymptotic availabil-
ity. The first method is to use a proposed flexible arrangement for dedicated protec-
tion, denoted a protection pattern. A distributed system has been proposed for finding
near optimal protection patterns. The proposed system is compared to other methods
proposed in the literature through a simulation study. The second method is based
on a proposed sharing rule for Shared Path Protection. It is shown how this sharing
rule can be used to establish connections using distributed signaling. Simulations
show that the proposed scheme performs better than a scheme based on Dedicated
Path Protection and an alternative ultra-conservative scheme. Finally, it is proposed
to use adaptive management strategies to meet interval availability guarantees given
in SLAs. Different policies for adaptive management are proposed and compared by
simulation. The results show that adaptive management may in many cases signifi-
cantly reduce the risk of violating the SLAs.
7. Ongoing and future work
There are several options for future work. There are options for direct contin-
uations and extensions of the work in this thesis, as well as issues related to the
introduction of dependability differentiation in general.
7.1 Continuation of the work in this thesis
There are options for further studies of the papers B, D and F that propose new
methods to provide differentiation. Some of the most important are as follows.
The protection pattern concept from Paper B is studied for dedicated protection
only. In Paper D, shared protection is used. It would be interesting to combine
the flexibilities of the protection pattern with the sharing rules proposed in
Paper D. Finding near-optimal configurations in this respect would be very
computationally challenging, but it may be possible by extending the emergent
behavior-based system proposed in Paper B.
The results from Paper D illustrate that fairness among connections with dif-
ferent requirements should be addressed. It is difficult to establish connections
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with high requirements since they typically require more resources than con-
nections with low requirements. This is a general problem associated with
many availability-aware schemes. Finding methods to ensure that connections
with high requirements are successfully established should therefore be inves-
tigated. This increased success ratio may come at the expense of connections
with lower requirements.
Paper F proposes to use adaptive provisioning to increase compliance with
SLAs. The case studied is relatively simple. The complexity of adaptively
managed networks where the capacity is shared between connections with dif-
ferent source and destination nodes could be assessed. If this is found to be
feasible, different management strategies could be investigated.
The schemes proposed are all based on the availability attribute. As mentioned,
the availability attribute alone may not be a sufficient indicator of the depend-
ability for all services. Therefore, the differentiation should be able to provide
guarantees on the other attributes of dependability in cases where this is re-
quired. To the thesis author’s knowledge, there has not been any work that
uses the continuity attribute as a basis for differentiation. This attribute may
be relevant for a number of applications. There is some work in the literature
using multiple attributes as a basis for differentiation. It should be further inves-
tigated if more than one attribute is necessary, and if so, which attributes should
be used. In general, it may be useful to use all three attributes discussed in this
introduction. Moreover, it should be investigated if the schemes proposed in
this thesis could be applied to continuity-based differentiation.
7.2 General issues related to dependability differentiation
As identified in Paper A and also in Appendix B, there are a number of challenges
before the types of differentiation discussed here will be ready to be deployed in
operational networks and before differentiated services may generally be available to
the users. Some of the most important are as follows.
The proposed frameworks in this thesis and most of the frameworks proposed
in the literature are relatively limited. They relate to a single domain and a
single network layer. There is a need for work taking into account access,
interdomain and multi-layer networks.
The approach taken in this thesis, as well as in many other works found in
the literature, is to provide communication with guarantees on dependability
attributes. A common consensus of which attribute(s) should be the basis for
the differentiation is needed.
There is need for adequate measurement techniques for determining if the re-
quirements of a customer have been met. If the attributes are long-term statis-
tical measures, this may be challenging since the measurement period must be
very long.
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There is need for extended SLAs which specify reaction patterns when the
contracts are not met. This issue is complicated when multiple operators are
involved in the provisioning of a service.
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Abstract This appendix provides additional results to Paper F. It can be seen as an extended ver-
sion of Section 5 in Paper F.
1. Introduction
The effect of adaptive management is studied in three scenarios. In the first two
scenarios all the customers have equal requirements, and the effect of the different
policies for management of connections from the same class are investigated. In the
first scenario, the connections are partially protected, while in the second scenario
the connections are fully protected. In the third scenario there are two classes of
customers with different requirements to study how the two classes affect each other
under different management policies.
In the scenarios, the n paths used to provide the service are disjoint and have in-
dependent failure and repair processes. Since the number of disjoint paths is usually
limited in typical backbone networks, the cases n = 2 and n = 3 are regarded. Fur-
thermore, the equal bandwidth case is studied, i.e. ∀i,Bi = B, and the bandwidth of
all paths is set to 4B, i.e. all paths can serve up to four connections.
Two different models of network failure and repair processes are considered. The
first model is based on parameters from an optical network and the second is based
on parameters from an IP network which are relevant for connections in IP/MPLS
networks.
The parameters for failures and repairs in the optical network model are based
on [VCD+05] and are shown in Table 1.
Very different failure and repair times are found in IP networks. Based
on [MIB+04], a log-normal distribution was selected for the path repair times. The
time between failures was selected to give the same asymptotic availability as for the
case with optical networks. The parameters for failures and repairs in the IP/MPLS
network model are shown in Table 2
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Parameter Value
No. of paths, n 3 and 5
Contract period, T 1 and 5 years
Transient period 1 year
MTTR ned(12h)
MTTF ned(5256h = 219 days)
Path availability 0.9977
Table 1. Parameters for optical network scenario
Parameter Value
No. of paths, n 3 and 5
Contract period, T 1 and 5 years
Transient period 5 years
MTTR Lognormal with mean 0.2h
MTTF ned(88h)
Path availability 0.9977
Table 2. Parameters for IP/MPLS network scenario
For both cases, the probability for a given number of failed paths at a given point
in time will be the same. The numerical values for i simultaneously failed paths,
denoted pi are shown in Table 3.
n p0 p1 p2 p3
2 0.99545 0.004545 5.18885E-6
3 0.99318 0.006802 1.55311E-5 1.18197E-8
5 0.98866 0.011286 5.15347E-5 1.17659E-7
Table 3. Probability for different number of simultaneously failed paths
It is assumed that path failures can be detected and the connections rearranged in
a negligible time. In order to start the observation in a steady state, a transient period
was used. In the plots below, the left plots show the results for 1-year contract periods,
while the right plots show the results for 5-year contract periods.
The observations for each Ac is based on simulation of 10000 intervals. Confidence
intervals are for all plots small and are omitted for sake of readability.
2. Partially protected connections
In this case there are two disjoint paths between the source and destination, i.e. n=
2. Not all the connections can be carried when one path has failed, and therefore this
case is denoted partially protected. Figure 1 shows a scenario where z = 6 customers
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are using two paths. In this case, two customers will be down when there is one failed
path, i.e. 33% of the connections are not protected.
with
capacity
with
capacity
0 failures1 failure
z
Figure 1. Assignment of connections to paths in partially protected scenario
2.1 Optical network parameters
Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of interval unavailabil-
ity for 6 customers with optical network parameters. This is the distribution of the
interval availability for all connections independently of the individual random prior-
ity ri. With the parameters given in this study, the distribution of interval availabil-
ity is independent of Ac, the availability specified in the Service Level Agreement
(SLA), for all policies except Adaptive with preemption (AP). In this particular case,
Ac = 0.998. The figure shows that there is a significant difference between all four
policies for both values of T . There is a significant jump for the AP policy at the
requirement for T = 1 year, while the jump is much smaller for T = 5 years. This in-
dicates that reconfiguration after budget expiration is used more rarely for the longer
contract period. Among the others, the Static priorities (SP) policy performs best at
the specified Ac. The vertical lines in the plot indicate the average interval unavail-
abilities, i.e. E(Ui).
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(b) T = 5 years
Figure 2. Cumulative distributions of interval unavailability, optical network parameters, n = 2
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It is anticipated that network operators have as their objective to offer guarantees
that are met most of the time, i.e. having a low risk. The risk for different levels of
Ui is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows that the AP policy has lowest risk for all
Uc ≥ 0.002.
The risk for different levels of Ui is shown in Figure 3. The figure shows that
the AP policy has lowest risk for all Uc ≥ 0.002 for both values of T . As could be
expected, the risk tends faster to zero for the longer contract period. The AN policy
performs second best. For T = 5 years, the difference to the AP policy is small.
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Figure 3. Risk for optical network parameters, n = 2, and 6 customers
2.1.1 Effect of traffic load
The risk ratios between both the adaptive policies and the NA policy for n = 2
are shown in Figure 4. The two upper plots compare the AN and NA policy, i.e.
Risk for NA
Risk for AN , while the lower plots compare the AP and NA policy. The number of
connections, i.e. the value z of Figure 1 is varied. A given z corresponds to a certain
percentage of unprotected connections, this percentage is given in parenthesis in the
legends of Figure 4. It is seen that a low percentage gives much higher risk ratio
when the AP policy is used. Furthermore, the AP policy performs better than the AN
policy for T = 1 year, while the two schemes perform equally well for T = 5 years.
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Figure 4. Risk ratio for optical network parameters, n = 2 for variable traffic loads.
2.1.2 Special case: Differing path availabilities
The cases above are all for the case when the availability of the paths are i.i.d.
To assess the effect of different path failure probabilities, a case was constructed
for n = 2 where path pi1 and path pi2 have different failure rates. Let λ denote the
“usual” failure intensity, while λ1 and λ2 denote the failure intensities of path 1 and
2 respectively. It is required that λ1 +λ2 = λ . Now let λ1 = kλ2. This gives the new
failure rates
λ1 =
2λ
k+1
and λ2 =
2kλ
k+1
Note that this means that the state probabilities (probability of 0, 1 and 2 failures)
will all be altered slightly from the original model with identical path availabilities.
Figure 5 shows the effect of having a bad link with k = 5 times the failure intensity
of the other link.
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Figure 5. Risk for optical network parameters, n = 2 with one bad path.
2.2 IP/MPLS network parameters
Figure 6 shows the CDF of interval unavailability for z = 6 customers with
IP/MPLS network parameters. It is seen that the SP policy performs worse now than
for the optical network parameters. The difference between the AP and SP policy is
very small here, but this may be due to the strict Uc specified here which is smaller
than E(Ui).
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Figure 6. Cumulative distributions of interval unavailability, IP/MPLS network parameters, n = 2
Figure 7 shows the risk for n = 2. The gain from the AP policy compared with the
Adaptive, no preemption (AN) policy is smaller than for the optical network parame-
ters. This is due to the short outages observed which often do not need the preemption
mechanism since the path is restored before the budget is expired.
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Figure 7. Risk for IP/MPLS network parameters, n = 2
3. Fully protected connections
In this case n = 3 and all the connections can be carried when one path has failed.
This scenario is denoted fully protected. If two paths are down simultaneously, only
part of the connections can be carried. Figure 8 shows a scenario where z = 6 con-
nections may use three paths. In this case, two connections will be down when there
are two failed paths.
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Figure 8. Assignment of connections to paths in fully protected scenario
3.1 Optical network parameters
Figure 9 shows the CDF of interval unavailability for 6 connections for n = 3
with optical network parameters. The figure shows that there is a high probability
(about 98%) that there will be zero outages for a connection in the contract period for
T = 1 year and a somewhat smaller probability for no outages for T = 5 years. This
is because it takes two simultaneous failures to cause an outage. Also, E(Ui) is close
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to zero. The interval unavailability for the connections that do experience outages is
also more than one order of magnitude smaller than for n = 2. All the policies except
the AP policy have more or less identical distributions. In the considered case, the
gain with the AP policy is moderate.
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Figure 9. Cumulative distributions of interval unavailability, optical network parameters, n = 3
Figure 10 shows the risk for optical network parameters with n= 3. If the operator
is interested in providing services with very low levels of risk, the AP policy is better
than the others. If a risk value of 0.01 is acceptable, any policy may be used for
T = 1 year and correspondingly for T = 5 years with a risk value of 0.04.
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Figure 10. Risk for optical network parameters, n = 3
3.1.0.1 Special case: Different Start and end times for customer
contracts. If the customers have different start and end times for their contract
period, it will be possible to meet some contracts by moving the outage to a connec-
tion which is relatively new. The effect of this could be expected to be largest when
the number of expected outages in an interval is small.
Figure 11 shows the effect of having customers with start times distributed uni-
formly over the contract period. The case is the optical network model for n = 2.
When comparing with Figure 3, no significant differences are seen.
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Figure 11. Risk with different start times for connections, optical network parameters, n = 2.
Figure 12 shows the effect of having customers with start times distributed uni-
formly over the contract period. The case is the optical network model for n = 3 and
T of one year, chosen for minimum number of outages during an interval. When
comparing with Figure 10, no significant differences are seen.
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Figure 12. Risk with different start times for connections, optical network parameters, n = 3.
3.2 IP/MPLS network parameters
Figure 13 shows the CDF of interval unavailability for 6 connections for n = 3
for the IP/MPLS network parameters. When comparing with the optical network
parameters in Figure 9, it is seen that there is a lower probability for observing a
period without any failures, however, the failures are in general shorer and the CDF
tend to 1 faster for IP/MPLS network parameters than for optical network parameters.
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Figure 13. Cumulative distributions of interval unavailability for IP/MPLS network parameters,
n = 3
Figure 14 shows the risk for n = 3 with 6 connections. When comparing with the
risk for optical network parameters in Figure 10, it is seen that the difference between
the risk for the AP policy and the other policies was smaller in the IP/MPLS model.
This was also observed in the partially protected scenario.
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Figure 14. Risk for IP/MPLS network parameters, n = 3
4. Two service classes
In this case, n= 3 and there are two service classes with two different requirements.
The scenario is illustrated in Figure 15.
There are two classes, the High and Low class, where the connections from the
High class have requirement Ah and the connections from the Low class have require-
ment Al , Ah > Al . There are five connections from each class. A series of simulations
are performed to investigate the effect of different ratios between Ah and Al . A “base
requirement” of Ab = 0.999 is used, and the requirements of the High and Low class
are varied as 1−Ah = (1−Ab)/
√
k and 1−Al = (1−Ab)
√
k respectively and simu-
lated for different k. For instance, for k= 100, Ah = 0.9999 and Al = 0.99. Parameters
for the optical network model are used. The objective of this case is to show how the
difference in requirements affect the risk of the two classes.
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Figure 15. Assignment of connections with two service classes
The “NA, spare resources” performs bad for the High class for all requirements
and is not included in the plots below. The “NA, all resources” policy serves as a
references as a fair nonadaptive scheme and is included in both figures. It is seen that
in all cases, the Low class has practically zero risk for k> 100 since the requirements
for these k are low and easy to meet.
Figure 16 and Figure 17 shows the risk of the High and Low class separately for
the considered policies.
Figure 16 shows the risk of the High and Low class separately for the “AN, class
before budget”, the “AN, budget before class” policy and the “NA, all resources”
policy. The risk for the High class with “AN, class before budget” is almost identical
to the risk for the High class with the “NA, all resources”. This agrees with the results
from the Fully Protected scenario since the High class connections are unaffected by
the Low class connections with these policies and it takes two simultaneous path
failures to cause an outage.
Figure 17 shows the risk of the High and Low class separately for the “AP, class
before budget”, the “AP, budget before class” policy and the “NA, all resources” pol-
icy. It is seen that the two AP-based policies perform uniformly better than the cor-
responding AN-based policies. This agrees with the results from the two previous
subsections. The two AP-based schemes perform better than the NA-based scheme
for all k. For k > 100, the two AP-based schemes perform comparable to each other,
but there is significant difference between them for k < 100. For low k, the “AP,
budget before class” policy has high risk for both High and Low connections, while
the “AP, class before budget” has a low risk for High connections. The “AP, budget
before class” policy gives a more balanced risk for the two classes, since, when k is
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Figure 16. Risk for AN and nonadaptive policies with optical network parameters, n = 3 and two
service classes
low, the difference in requirements is not very large and the policy gives similar risk
for customers with similar requirements.
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Figure 17. Risk for AP and nonadaptive policies with optical network parameters, n = 3 and two
service classes
In Figure 17 for T = 5 years, the curves for the High class for the two policies “AP,
budget before class” and “AP, class before budget” overlap from k > 40, but the risk
for k < 40 is smaller than 0.0001 for “AP, class before budget”.
Which policy is the best depends on the cost associated with violating the SLAs
for the different classes of customers. The expected total loss is the risk of violating
an SLA multiplied by the cost of an eventual violation. Figure 18 shows the expected
total loss where the cost of violating the SLA for High and Low class connections is
the same, i.e. with cost factors αh = αl = 1. The results show that the two variants
of the AP policy perform equally well. For k > 10, the AP-based policies perform
best, while the the “NA, all resources” policy performs worst of the three considered
policies.
An alternative cost-function is to let the cost of violating an SLA be proportional
to the unavailability requirement. This means that for a given k, the cost of violating
an SLA from the High class is αh =
√
k while the cost for the Low class is αl =
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Figure 18. Expected loss with equal cost for optical network parameters, n = 3 with two service
classes
1√
k
. Figure 19 shows the expected loss for the proportional cost function. The most
notable result is that the “AP, class before budget” policy now performs better than
the “AP, budget before class” policy. This is because the High class connections have
a lower risk with the class before budget policy, while it is more important to meet
the requirements of the High class with the proportional function.
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Figure 19. Expected loss with proportional cost for optical network parameters, n = 3 with two
service classes
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Abstract Traditionally, the Internet has been used for best-effort traffic. The introduction of new
services that have different Quality of Service (QoS)-requirements yields a need for the
network operators to be able to offer different service levels. An important QoS-factor
is dependability, e.g. the provision of services with a certain maximum accumulated
downtime per year or guaranteed long periods of uninterrupted service. In this paper
we investigate whether it is feasible for a provider to offer his customers the choice of
differentiated levels of dependability. Most recent research on dependability differenti-
ation focuses on intradomain networks. In order to introduce end-to-end differentiation
over the Internet, differentiation must also be supported at the interdomain level. Stud-
ies on the behavior of interdomain routing show that the Internet cannot currently offer
the level of dependability needed by customers or applications with high requirements.
We therefore need mechanisms that can increase the availability for interdomain routes.
These techniques may be used as a basis for differentiation by offering the improved
level of dependability exclusively for high priority traffic. In this paper we present the
challenges related to interdomain routing and review the literature on techniques to im-
prove dependability at the interdomain level. We discuss how differentiation may be
introduced at the interdomain level using the proposed improvements to interdomain
dependability.
1. Introduction
In the future next generation Internet, different applications with different Quality
of Service (QoS) requirements are expected to be carried in the same network. An
important QoS-factor is dependability, e.g. that the service should be available when
needed, be delivered without interruptions as long as needed and that down periods
have a low upper bound. For communication services the dependability is related to
the network’s ability to tolerate faults, such as cable cuts and equipment failures, and
it relates to the correctness of network protocols, operation and maintenance.
Since different customers and different services have different dependability re-
quirements, the provider is interested in mechanisms that allow him to differentiate
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the level of dependability offered to different customers. Improving the dependability
is expensive since redundant resources are needed, but if some customers are willing
to pay a higher price for better service, this may generate revenue for the operator.
The Internet is composed of a large number of networks. Each network is managed
and operated by a company or organization and is denoted an Autonomous System
(AS). The network operator has full control over the resources in his own network,
and he may provide different levels of QoS for the traffic inside the AS. Several frame-
works for providing differentiated dependability inside an AS have been proposed in
the literature, see [CJHM05] for an overview. A customer with high dependability
requirements is likely to expect the same level of dependability for all his connec-
tions, whether they are with other customers connected to the same network, or if
they are connected to a network operated by another provider. The frameworks for
differentiated dependability only consider a single AS and are not easily extended to
the challenges imposed by interdomain routing. In particular, the frameworks will
suffer severe scalability problems, and they rely on a global view of the network they
operate in, which is not consistent with the network operators’ decisions about keep-
ing information on their network hidden from the outside world. There is therefore
a need for new frameworks that can allow the introduction of differentiated depend-
ability in the Internet.
The dependability of interdomain paths has been studied for many years. The
availability is the probability that a service is working at a random point of time. The
results show that the Internet cannot currently offer the level of availability needed
by customers with high dependability requirements. A measurement study [Pax97]
found that the probability of encountering a routing pathology was between 1.5%
and 3.3% in 1994–1995. A more recent study indicated that the situation has not
improved much since then [GMG+04]. In addition to availability, some services
will have requirements on the duration of the outages, and the time between failures.
While some services are unaffected by short failures, other services like tele-surgery
will have very strong requirements on continuity of the service. Unfortunately, fail-
ures are reported to be frequent, and although many failures are short a significant
percentage of them last more than 2 minutes [FABK03].
Recently, some research has been devoted to techniques for improving the depend-
ability for interdomain paths. The adoption of some of these suggestions would in-
troduce the possibility to give a positive differentiation if the mechanisms were only
applied for traffic with high dependability requirements.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the challenges related to providing
improved and differentiated dependability in the interdomain level and to investigate
mechanisms proposed in the literature for achieving this. We discuss the feasibility of
using these mechanisms as a basis for dependability differentiation at the interdomain
level. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first paper to compare and investigate
the existing literature in this area. The paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we present the concept of interdomain differentiation. Section 3 introduces the
reader to the state-of-art in interdomain routing. Section 4 presents an overview and
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comparison of the literature of improving interdomain dependability. Section 5 gives
concluding remarks.
2. Dependability Differentiation in interdomain
networks
In this paper, we are interested in investigating whether an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) can offer his customers the choice between multiple levels of depend-
ability. The dependability seen from a customer is the end-to-end dependability for
all his connections. These connections span access networks, and the networks of
one or more ASes. The routing inside an AS is referred to as intradomain routing,
and the routing crossing multiple ASes is denoted interdomain routing. Intradomain,
interdomain and access networks can all be regarded as different research areas for
dependability differentiation. Figure 1 shows the scopes of these three areas.
Access
AS D
AS E
AS A
AS C
AS B
Interdomain
Intradomain
Figure 1. Research areas in end-to-end dependability differentiation.
The need for dependability differentiation has spurred a lot of research, but so far
this research focuses on a single AS. It is convenient to limit the scope of differentia-
tion to the intradomain level, since the operator has full control over his own network
However, since most connections in the Internet span several ASes, we believe that
dependability differentiation is also needed at the interdomain level in order to pro-
vide a real difference to the users. As a minimum, it should be possible to establish
some paths with a higher level of dependability through the Internet. Interdomain
routing poses a number of additional challenges compared to intradomain routing,
and these challenges have to the authors’ knowledge not been directly addressed in
the context of dependability differentiation.
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For real end-to-end dependability, the access network all the way to the customer
premises should be included since it will probably be the dependability bottleneck
for the Internet connection. The customer can be multihomed either to two service
providers or with multiple links to the same provider. We focus on a situation where
one ISP provides a dependable service to the end-users. We therefore assume that
the customer is connected with at least two independent physical links to his ISP, and
that the ISP has implemented support for providing a dependable service of packet
transfer through his network from the user’s access links and to the network border
toward other ASes.
3. Interdomain routing
The Internet is composed of a large number of networks, denoted ASes. Each AS
is managed independently by a company or organization. Internally, the operator runs
an interior routing protocol. In pure IP-networks, protocols such as OSPF [Moy98] or
IS-IS [ISO90] are used, and packets are forwarded on a hop-by-hop basis. Other net-
works use connection-oriented technologies such as Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) or Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) to establish La-
bel Switched Paths (LSPs). With respect to differentiation, the connection-oriented
approach seems most suited and has been the focus for most research.
To allow traffic to traverse network boundaries, operators must connect their net-
works and agree on the terms for data transfer. The two most common relations
between ASes are provider-customer and peer-to-peer. In a provider-customer rela-
tionship, a provider transports traffic to and from its customers to give them access to
the rest of the Internet. The customer AS is charged for the transport service. ASes
that have a peer-to-peer relationship have agreed to forward traffic between their cus-
tomers, usually without charging each other.
Figure 2 shows a graph representing six ASes and the relations between them.
Provider-customer relations are indicated by solid-lined arrows. In the figure, AS C
is a customer of AS E and a provider for AS A. The dotted arrow between AS C and
AS D indicates that they have a peer-to-peer relation, allowing traffic between AS A
to AS B to traverse peering link. The relations between the ASes give the Internet
a hierarchical structure. ASes that do not have any customer ASes are denoted stub
ASes. The stub ASes are typically ISPs.
Multihoming at the AS-level is frequently used to increase the availability of a
network or for load-sharing. This means that a customer is connected to multiple
providers. In Figure 2, AS A is connected to two providers, a special case of multi-
homing denoted dual homing.
The business-relationships between the ASes are reflected in routing policies
which are configured in the routers. A multihomed provider may choose to forward
most of its traffic to the one of his provider that offers the lowest price for the
transit service. This will affect which routes the operator advertises to his customer
networks, and the outcome of the policy could be that the path toward the destination
is inflated [GW02]. An important result of policy configuration is that not all paths
that are physically possible may be used for transporting data.
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Figure 2. ASes and relations
Studies on the Internet topology have found that the AS-degree (the number of
connection points between an AS and other ASes) follows a power law [DKR05].
This means that there is a large number of networks with low AS-degree and a small
number of transit networks at the top of the AS-hierarchy with very high AS-degree.
Today the internals of the ASes are hidden from other ASes for many reasons, and
this makes it difficult to introduce mechanisms to enhance the performance of the
network at large since no information on capacities, redundancy and congestion is
exchanged between the ASes.
The huge number of ASes in the Internet today, in addition to the expected con-
tinued growth, indicates that scalability is one of the most important requirements
for the interdomain routing protocols [Yu00, FBR04]. It seems unlikely that one en-
tity will be able to have or allowed to have a global control over the routing of the
Internet.
3.1 Current practice - BGP
The current de facto standard interdomain routing protocol is the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) [RLH06]. The key idea of BGP is to allow exchange of network
reachability information between BGP routers. The destination for a BGP route an-
nouncement is expressed with an Internet Protocol (IP) address prefix. The announce-
ment contains the path of ASes used by the announcing router to reach the destination
prefix. BGP is divided into an internal and an external protocol. The internal protocol
is run between routers in the same domain. They exchange information on reacha-
bility they have received from other networks and decide on which is the best if a
network can be reached via multiple paths. Normally, all BGP routers have peering
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sessions with all the other BGP routers in the same domain. In large networks, the
number of internal sessions is reduced by applying route reflectors that mediate this
communication.
Each network has one or more edge routers that communicate with edge routers
of neighbor networks. These routers run an external routing protocol which they use
to exchange routes to other networks and routers in their own network, all depending
on their policies and agreements. In Figure 3, internal routing sessions are indicated
by dotted arrows while external sessions are indicated by solid arrows.
B2
B3
B1A1
C1
D1
AS D
AS C
AS A
AS B
Figure 3. Internal and external BGP
When a BGP router looks up the route for a packet, the longest matching prefix
is always selected. If more than one path to a destination is found in the router’s
database, the routing policies are checked to see if one route is preferred over the
other. It there is still a tie, the shortest path, measured in the number of ASes it
traverses is chosen. Finally some tie-breaking rules are applied. This is in effect
a random process. Each BGP router normally only announces the routes they use
themselves, so each router has an incomplete view of the overall network topology.
With BGP, failures are detected by a BGP router when it looses contact with one
of its peers. It then sends out UPDATE messages to its remaining peers. The update
message could contain a withdrawal of the routes that are affected by the failure. The
news about the route withdrawal must be propagated throughout the Internet. If
an AS is multihomed, its BGP routers may have information on other routes to the
destination. They can send out UPDATE messages containing the new routes to their
peers.
Measurement studies have found that the time taken for all the BGP routers to
converge to a consistent view of the topology can be in the order of several minutes.
During this convergence process, packets are highly likely to be dropped at some
point, but they may also reach the destination via fluctuating paths [LABJ01]. The
QoS for applications using paths that are converging can be so degraded that the route
should be considered as down.
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dependability
Improved interdomain
Overlay networksEnd−to−end backupSectioned backup
Single AS−path
Network layer
Multiple AS−paths
Figure 4. Proposed methods to improve interdomain dependability.
It has been observed that a single failure is typically announced many times, and
that several rounds of route updates are needed before convergence is reached.
Today it is common for peers to extend the peering agreement to include forward-
ing of traffic as a backup solution if the provider link fails [GGR01], [CB96]. BGP
can announce backup routes that span one or more peer links if both ASes have agreed
on this.
3.2 Interdomain traffic engineering
Network operators have the possibility to manually configure routing in their ASes
to minimize the cost of traffic forwarding. One common strategy is early-exit (or hot-
potato) routing which is used if a multihomed AS has multiple routes to a destination.
The idea is simply to forward traffic to the nearest egress router from the incoming
router. While this type of routing can reduce the costs for one operator, it can certainly
increase the cost for other operators, and might also result in a higher global cost of
routing.
Announcement of redundant routes is used for interdomain traffic engineering. A
multihomed stub AS may prefer to share the load of incoming traffic over its provider
links. This can be done by announcing an address prefix corresponding to one half of
the address space to one provider and the other half to the other provider in addition
to announcing the full AS-prefix. With this arrangement, the load is shared under
normal operation since the ASes will route packets based on the most specific prefix.
If one of the provider links fail, the traffic going over that link can be sent over the
other link since the full AS-prefix is now the only available route to the destination
AS [QPS+03].
A framework where neighbor ASes negotiate on the use of the links between them
is suggested. The idea is that it should be possible to find better routing configurations
for both networks than the default (early-exit routing) case where no negotiation is
used [MWA05].
There has been some research on how to provide differentiated traffic handling per-
formance in the Internet [XWLN04, HFP+05]. The challenges faced here are similar
to what we face with dependability differentiation. The most important requirements
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to new architectures are scalability in addition to the requirements from the business
relations between the ASes in the Internet.
4. Improving interdomain dependability
Some research has been directed toward improving dependability at the interdo-
main level. Differentiation is not mentioned explicitly, but some techniques can be
applied to only parts of the traffic, thereby implicitly introducing (at least) two de-
pendability levels. Figure 4 shows a decomposition of the principal methods used
to improve interdomain dependability. The presentation of the literature on interdo-
main dependability is organized according to this figure. The first classification is
whether the proposed methods use a single or multiple interdomain (AS-level) routes
to improve dependability. In the first case, the suggested methods try to improve the
dependability of routes so that failures of links and routers do not result in a route
failure. In the second case, the methods take advantage of the existence of multiple
paths at the AS-level so that when one path fails, data can be switched to another
path.
4.1 Single AS-path
These approaches aim to reduce the number of route changes that are announced
globally by strengthening the paths. If faults can be handled locally by the ASes
that are members of the path, the failure may not need to be announced outside the
neighborhood. This will reduce the frequency of BGP updates which lead to the slow
convergence process.
Methods for strengthening single AS-paths may be implemented using different
underlying technologies. In the literature, both connection-oriented approaches using
MPLS LSPs and methods based on IP-restoration have been proposed. In general,
MPLS protection will give faster recovery than IP-restoration. In MPLS networks,
capacities might be dedicated so congestion is avoided when switching to the backup
path. If the connection-oriented (MPLS) approach is used, all the ASes must have
the same underlying technology. This will typically limit the possibilities of using
these techniques end-to-end in the Internet, and these techniques are therefore most
easily applied inside large networks that are divided into multiple domains, or in a
small neighborhood of cooperating ASes.
The single AS-path approaches can be divided into two classes depending on the
scope of the backup paths that are used in case of failure. With sectioned backup, the
backup paths have limited scope, restricted to two neighbor ASes in the path. With
global backup, the backup paths are disjoint from the source AS to the destination
AS.
4.1.1 Single AS-path with sectioned backup
A scheme usingMPLS to provide local backup LSPs in case of failure to the infras-
tructure connecting two ASes was proposed by Huang and Messier [HM03]. They
propose to improve the reliability of BGP-connections by allowing adjacent ASes to
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cooperate by establishing local MPLS backup paths crossing the domain boundary
between them. The approach assumes that there exists at least two independent links
between each neighboring AS in the path. An example configuration of the LSP ar-
rangement resulting from this approach is shown in Figure 5. The primary path (solid
line) is protected by different backup LSPs (dotted lines). The backup path arrange-
Host A
AS A AS B AS C
Host B
Figure 5. Single AS-path with sectioned backup.
ment is able to protect against all single failures of a link or router in the primary LSP.
The minimal number of backup paths that are needed for each primary path in each
transit AS, like AS B in the figure, is two.
It has been suggested to allow backup LSPs via ASes that are not in the single
path announced at the BGP level [RLC+05]. It is suggested to attach a recovery IP
address to each AS in the AS-path in the BGP route announcements. The recovery
address belongs to a router in an AS that is different from the next hop in the AS-path.
Figure 6 shows an example where a backup path for failures in AS B goes via AS D.
Host A Host C
AS CAS A
AS D
AS B
Figure 6. Backup paths via AS not in currently used route.
In [ELS+05], several ideas for strengthening a single AS-path using IP restoration
are presented. First of all, failures inside an AS should be recovered by IP rerout-
ing without altering the AS-path announced by BGP. Second, the interconnection
infrastructure between all neighbor ASes should be redundant, so that failures at the
inter-AS links and edge routers can be recovered by IP-level mechanisms. When the
two former approaches fail, a temporary reroute through a third AS could be allowed,
resulting in the same route pattern as shown in Figure 6. The information on the
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route change is not propagated via BGP unless it persists for some time. A potential
problem with this approach is that it may cause policy violations for a short time
period since some ASes will not accept to have their traffic sent through the third
AS that provides the local backup. In cases where the failure cannot be recovered lo-
cally, ordinary BGP UPDATE messages with withdrawals of the affected routes are
initiated.
4.1.2 Single AS-path with end-to-end backup
These approaches use BGP to find AS-paths, but MPLS is used to set up disjoint
primary and backup paths through the AS-path. Currently, there exist drafts that
suggest how to establish link and node disjoint paths through an AS-chain [RMA05].
The resulting primary and backup paths are shown in Figure 7.
Host A
AS A AS C
Host B
AS B
Figure 7. Single paths with end-to-end backup paths.
It should be noted that segments of the backup paths might be allowed to traverse
different ASes than the primary path. In [RMD04], the existence of two partially AS-
disjoint BGP routes in the originating AS is used to set up LSPs that are AS-disjoint
until they merge.
4.2 Multiple AS-paths
These approaches aim to take advantage of the existence of disjoint paths at the
AS-level. By assuming that the failure processes of the ASes are independent, the
probability of finding two (or more) paths unavailable is reduced. We divide the ap-
proaches using multiple AS-paths into two categories; overlay networks that operate
on top of the current Internet and approaches that operate at the network layer.
4.2.1 Overlay Networks
Overlay networks are “networks on top of networks”. An overlay network consists
of nodes that communicate with a protocol using the underlying network. Overlay
networks is a general technique that does not intervene with the underlying infras-
tructure.
An overlay network denoted Resilient Overlay Network (RON) is presented in
[ABKM01]. The network consists of a set of 2–50 host computers that are connected
to different providers. A host may act as a relay for other hosts if they can reach a
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server that is unavailable to other hosts or if this relaying will improve performance.
The improved dependability obtained by using a RON is due to the existence of mul-
tiple paths at the interdomain level are available in the RON, and even routes that
are not advertised to a given AS may in some cases be used when relaying through a
node in the overlay network.
In Figure 8, the primary path for the connection between Host A and Host C is
indicated with the solid line. The backup path, indicated with dotted line, goes via
Host B. Note that the underlying AS-structure is not part of the routing information
in the overlay network.
Host A
Host B
Host C
AS CAS A
AS D
AS B
Figure 8. Overlay network.
The diversity of the paths found by nodes in RON networks has been studied in
[HJ04], and it is found that the probability of finding two disjoint paths is small if the
overlay nodes are chosen at random.
To improve the dependability of overlay networks such as RON, [HWJ05] suggests
a method for placing the nodes so that the paths become less overlapping. This is
combined with dynamic selection of backup routes via nodes that give “most disjoint”
routes. Using the new strategy, many failures can be covered by going via only one
node in the overlay network.
In [Jan02], it was suggested that the access routers could forward packets after
instructions from the host that is member of an overlay networks in order to reduce
the load on the access links. The overlay nodes can be imagined moved further into
the networks. An arrangement with one or more multi-homing routers placed in each
domain is presented in [LMC05]. The overlay routes and the data packets can be
source routed in the overlay network.
4.2.2 Network layer approaches
These approaches try to find disjoint AS-paths by finding and using disjoint paths
at the network layer.
4.2.2.1 Multihoming. Multihoming of the provider AS is currently used
to have access to multiple routes. Commercial solutions to take advantage of multi-
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homing exist. For instance, a service that monitors the connections of the user and
dynamically selects the best is offered by Internap [Int06]. Unfortunately, multihom-
ing does not always give disjoint routes, so the dependability improvement is limited.
There seems to be potential for methods to improve the diversity of the paths that are
used, but this will require modifications to the BGP protocol.
4.2.2.2 Source routing. The IP protocol offers source routing so that a
user may specify a loose or strict sequence of addresses a packet should visit before
it reaches its destination. For security reasons, IP source routing is generally disabled
in routers for forwarding traffic other than ICMP [HH99, SR04]. A variant of source
routing techniques could have potential to be used for improved dependability, but
the security problems must be avoided.
4.2.2.3 AS-level route selection. In the literature, several authors have
proposed architectures that allow stub ASes or even end users to choose the routes
they want their packets to be forwarded over. The dependability might increase if
the senders of the packets are able to choose from more paths than those available
today. We consider AS-level route selection approaches to be different from IP source
routing since the users are only allowed to choose from routes that are suggested by
the ASes that will provide the transit service. To introduce AS-levels route selection,
new interdomain routing protocols and architectures are needed.
Feedback based routing has recently been proposed as a network layer mechanism
to improve dependability [ZGC03]. The border routers in transit networks forward in-
formation on available interdomain links and which ASes they connect. Each stub AS
has an access router that calculates two disjoint routes to each destination AS based
on topology information received from the routers in the transit networks. The access
routers specify the path for each packet sent, and the intermediate routers forward
packets according to this annotation. The quality of the connections is monitored and
the best path is used as primary. For applications that demand zero downtime, the
data can be sent along both paths. The link state information is updated periodically
with the period being at least an hour. The access routers have timers associated with
each link, and if the timer expires, the routes associated with that link are attempted
replaced by other routes.
Other frameworks for allowing the users of stub ASes to choose the routes are
Nimrod [CCS96], NIRA [Yan03] and BANANAS [KKW+03].
4.3 Comparison and evaluation
Table 1 compares the proposed strategies for improved interdomain dependability.
The currently deployed BGP protocol does not offer potential for differentiated de-
pendability, and suffers from long service interruption times. All the other strategies
considered in the table have some potential for differentiation. A multihomed ISP
is currently able to offer a limited form of differentiated dependability for outgoing
traffic.
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Strategy
Guaranteed
protection
from single
failure
Service in-
terruption
time
Continuous
service
(1+1)
Differentia-
tion Comment
Selected
references
Situation
today
BGP today no long not possible no slow convergenceafter failures [RLH06]
Multihom-
ing no
shorter
than above possible
limited
possibilities
paths not
necessarily disjoint [HJ04]
Single
AS-path
End-to-end
backup yes short yes yes
need redundant
inter-AS links [RMA05]
Sectioned
backup yes short no yes
need redundant
inter-AS links
[ELS+05,
HM03]
Multiple
AS-pats
Overlay
networks no short possible yes
paths not
necessarily disjoint [ABKM01]
Network
layer yes short possible yes
need new
interdomain
routing
architecture
[ZGC03,
Yan03]
Table 1. Proposed strategies for improving interdomain dependability and their properties
Upon failure of the link to the ISP’s primary provider AS, the link to his remaining
providers could be used exclusively to send packets for customers or services with
high dependability requirements. Overlay networks are also possible to establish
today as they do not require any changes to the BGP protocol. However, if the overlay
approach is taken, the underlying infrastructure is hidden, and it will not be possible
to provide guaranteed protection from a single failure since infrastructure may be
shared between any pair of paths in the overlay network.
The single-AS strategies have potential to provide routes that can handle all single
failures for an end-to-end connection. The service disruption time depends on the
recovery mechanisms employed, and can be short if MPLS is used. The strategies,
however demand that all ASes that are part of a dependable path are upgraded with
redundant inter-AS links and implement the needed functionality.
The network layer approaches using multiple AS-paths require new interdomain
routing architecture to be able to be used for providing differentiated dependability.
5. Concluding remarks
The provision of differentiated dependability over multiple ASes in the Internet is
a challenging research topic. In addition to technical challenges such as scalability,
interdomain routing must also take the business relationships like information hiding
and service level agreements between the ASes into account. The proposed frame-
works for intradomain differentiation are not directly extensible to the interdomain
level, and new frameworks are needed to cope with these challenges. Based on an
evaluation on the literature on improved interdomain dependability, we have outlined
two possible approaches toward interdomain differentiation. The first approach is to
strengthen the interconnection between the ASes so that failures of the interdomain
paths are avoided. The strengthened paths could be used to provide a service with
better dependability than what is offered today to users and services with high de-
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pendability requirements. The second approach to dependability differentiation is to
take advantage of the existence of multiple paths at the AS-level to maintain disjoint
primary and backup paths which can be used by the users and services with high
dependability requirements.
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